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When Louis Gilbert turned in his detective badge to become an Anglican priest, he thought his days

of solving difficult mysteries were over. Now, as the vicar of an ancient church in a small English

village, Gilbert finds himself as the center of one strange mystery after another. And he brings to

each one his unique combination of streetwise smarts and spiritual intuition. All nine Father Gilbert

Mysteries are offered in this special 10-CD collection, providing over 10 hours of audio

entertainment.
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We listened to this 10-CD audio series while making a cross-country trip. The series kept our

10-year-old intrigued and engaged, but it is probably more appropriate for a preteen or teen.

However, I enjoyed it as well. The stories are all very different from one another. The characters are

well-developed and provided ample material for story after story. My only complaint is that I wish

there were more of them. The stories are enjoyable on multiple levels. Some are suspenseful

mysteries. Others provide more drama than suspense.We've listened to the stories more than once,

and we are looking forward to the next time we get to listen to them again.

My wife asked for this set for Christmas. She really enjoys it and has always liked mysteries. She is



a conservative person who does not like violent, vulgar or sensual stuff in her entertainment. She

enjoys old episodes of Murder She Wrote, Poirot, Quincy, etc. So if you like that kind of thing you

will really like this. I haven't listened to it but I we have children and she won't let them listen to all

the episodes. Some of them are too intense for them.

Love Focus on the Family radio theater. Once again, they have pulled off a great radio series. It's

not for the young ones in your family but it is clean and wholesome with redeeming qualities. Father

Gilbert is a great character.

These are great stories and Radio Theatre does an amazing job on this and all their other offerings.

I was pleasantly surprised to find this set came in a nicer storage box than my previous one. If you

like audio books, Radio Theatre is miles above ones that are only read by one or two actors; these

have sound effects, music, the whole nine yards.

We LOVED these! We listened to them while traveling on vacation. Yes, there are a few that may

not be suitable for younger listeners, but my kids 13 and 9, loved them. Great conversation starters.

The Gray Lady scared my 9 year old at first, but now it's his favorite. Definitely a nail biter. :-) The

first one about the young lady that was murdered? You may want to listen to first to determine which

ones your kids can handle, but all in all? They made our traveling enjoyable.

already owned all these but I did not remember owning them [I must be getting old!] These are well

done!!!

Bought is for my grandson's birthday. All of my grandchildren (and their parents) love listening to

these stories.

These are awesome stories they have really made me realize more than ever before that we are in

a battle and that God is all powerful.
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